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About This Game

Bob Was Hungry is a challenging precision platformer with many levels designed to truly test your platforming skills.

Bobs have been scouring the universe for food for millions of years. For the most part, food had been plentiful and easy to
acquire...planets made entirely of cheese were abundant, and finding one could leave a bob full for a lifetime. However, time
has passed, and food has become scarce. Greedy bobs so carelessly ate two or three cheese planets at a time, and now cheese

planets are as rare to find as a bob with a full stomach.

Bobs unable to stumble upon one of the last extremely rare cheese-havens were forced out into the unknown. Now they traverse
as many planets as they can in hopes of finding a scrap of food to survive. Unfortunately, their trips are dangerous, and the

planets are treacherous. Finding food is not like it used to be.

You play as one of these bobs, and it is up to you to find the meal that will finally satisfy your bob's insatiable appetite.

Play alone, or play online with up to 8-player co-op in four frantic multiplayer modes:

Co-op: Play with your friends and help one another make it to the end! Recommended for beginners.

“Shared Death” Co-op: Everyone has to make it to the end of each stage. If one person dies, everyone dies and has to
start the stage over.
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Competitive Race: Race against your friends for the fastest time and the highest score.

Competitive Survival Race: Race against your friends, but you only get one life per stage!

Key Features:

2-8 player online cooperative and competitive modes

Online game modes include co-op, shared death co-op, competitive race, and competitive survival race

Challenging precision platforming

Over 170 levels set in 5 Unique Zones

38 Steam Achievements

Steam Trading Cards

Controller support
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Title: Bob Was Hungry
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Shorebound Studios
Publisher:
Shorebound Studios
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Game is very enjoyable and fun, I had won 10 races and all I had to really do was lower the weight of the car and she handled
perfectly. I won't call this a "Pay to win" game and that's only because I saw no major difference in buying money to get parts
that are only accessible buy having said money in the first place, there is no added advantage because everything that you can
get by simply playing the game and spending no real world money can be bought or accessed if you did spend at least $1. So in
that aspect the game isn't broken, I would love to see more options in the shop to buy for my car such as styles of fenders and
options to tint the windows and hopefully visual detail and options under the hood.
  I have not had any issues playing the game as it is and I can only hope that any updates in the future will keep that flow,
however I'm not dumb and know that things happen when games are being developed and it takes time, so I hope you use your
time well to truly mold this game into something more outstanding than the next developer to take charge.

  Forgive me for making this seem like a personal challenge to you but I didn't know how else to word it, but this game has a lot
of room to grow into something amazing that I will never remove from my library. I cant wait to see how this game develops
and transforms into an amazing title, keep up the great work. I couldn't have asked for a better street racing game on steam than
this.. Great game when you just want to play something that's not too involved. Can be challenging on certain levels. I dig it.. If
you like the movie Treasure Planet, disney movies in general, space, pirates, space pirates, ship combat, and RTS then buy this
becuase it was made for you and you are unliely to find this sort of combination again.. I am really enjoying this game! I would
suggest it to any point and click adventure game fan. I've played a ton of this genre and this one has great humor, great voice
acting, it's beautiful, interesting, it's challenging, but not too challenging. Really cool what they did with the ghosts in the
inventory. Before buying I saw reviews about it not working, so I was hesitant, but I havent had any problems with the game
functioning. I'm loving it!. Endless is so addictive ! Thank you !. I like mahjong games and this one has a plus because has a
story behind.
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This seems to be an average HOG with a variety of games and scenes to explore, in which case I would recommend it.
Unfortunately, it has a bug which meant I could only play half the game (a puzzle didn't appear and due to linearity of gameplay
prevented me from continuing) so it's a thumbs down from me.. Well that was a cute game. Basic point and click adventure
game with a 'Scooby Doo' esque story. Mildly entertaining and about 2 hours long.

The puzzles dont get to complex so its a pretty laid back playthrough. Depending on the price you should grab it.. it's fun but i
can't continue without the rest of the leveld. No thanks. Game is ok but I don't like the long scenes between levels that can not
be skipped. Got my cards and can free up the hard drive space now so thats a plus.. Wana be Silent Hill that falls short in every
single way possible. Story is ... well i dont know im sure there is a story but i just could not get into it. Controls are awkward and
stiff. Fighting off zombies consists of running around bumping into walls and then shooting, well that is if you can find the gun
and figure how what the hell you are supposed to do. Just another trash cheap game that should be put to sleep.

Just saw there is a gold edition, seriously? ♥♥♥♥ right off with that b.u.l.l.s.h.i.t.. A very poor game. Has no replay value. No
story. No value of any kind. No wonder why it's free.
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